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Abstract  

Metadata play a significant role in making AI models trustworthy by providing information on 

input, output, models, pipelines, and other artifacts to meet the requirements for trustworthy AI. 

This concept paper focuses on what role metadata play in an AI lifecycle and how metadata 

research can ride out this AI wave with innovative creations. Specifically, we explore metadata’s 

role and potential related to data quality and ML models. The multidimensionality of metadata for 

data in AI is driving metadata to be micro-specific, embedded in data and models, highly 

computational, and fast-moving or agile. While there are no universally agreeable metadata 

schemas for documenting the artifacts in ML model development, there are some common areas or 

types of metadata for ML models. Data quality and ML models are tightly connected and can 

impact one another in significant ways. Trustworthy AI must rely on quality data and responsible, 

ethical, reproducible, verifiable ML models, and the assurance of these data and ML model 

properties relies on metadata. The complex, fast paced, and highly computational nature of 

metadata for AI artifacts (datasets, models, pipelines, algorithms, lineages, etc.) is making 

conventional metadata development processes and methods outdated, but meanwhile has prompted 

some innovative metadata creations. 
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1.  Introduction 

The rapid development in artificial intelligence (AI) tools and applications brings excitements 

across academia and industry sectors. While experts in computing and data sciences are embracing 

the tremendous opportunities brought about by AI, policy makers and researchers are concerned 

with the negative impact or risks that could possibly result in harms to people, organizations, and 

ecosystems (Tabassi, 2023). The European Commission (EC) convened a group of high-level 

experts in AI to address the concerns and developed a framework for achieving trustworthy AI. 

This framework includes seven key requirements: human agency and oversight; technical 

robustness and safety; privacy and data governance; transparency; diversity, non-discrimination 

and fairness; societal and environmental wellbeing; and accountability (European Commission, 

2020b). In the assessment list for trustworthy AI that followed the EC framework, many assessment 
questions can only be answered by metadata. For example, detection and response mechanisms are 

one of the assessment questions for human oversight requirement. In order to facilitate the detection 

of errors or biases in data and/or machine learning (ML) models, there must be metadata to allow 

human or machine to trace and analyze the lineages of data processing and transformation as well 

as machine learning pipelines and models (European Commission, 2020a).   

Many factors can contribute to the trustworthiness of AI. Validity and reliability are essential 

conditions of trustworthiness and on which other trustworthiness characteristics are built: safety, 

security and resilience, accountability and transparency, explainability and interpretability, 

privacy-enhanced, and fairness with harmful bias managed (Tabassi, 2023). In the lifecycle and 

key dimensions of an AI system (Fig. 1), metadata play a significant role in making AI models 

trustworthy, whether  it is in describing the entities—actors such as people and computer agents, 

artifacts such as datasets and AI models, or documenting methods for building and using models.  
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Metadata enhances traceability, one of 

the key requirements for trustworthy AI, 

because it is related to methods used for 

designing, developing,  testing, and 

validating the algorithmic system as well as 

the outcomes of the algorithms or the 

subsequent decisions on these outcomes 

(Mora-Cantallops et al., 2021). Metadata 

also helps verify and enhance data quality, 

one of the challenges many organizations 

face but having difficulty in addressing. 

Research has found that training data related 

issues are constraining AI project success – 

96% of respondents encountered data 

quality and labeling challenges 

(Dimensional Research, 2019). Data is a 

major obstacle for 90% of firms to scale AI 

across their enterprises (Forrester 

Consulting, 2020).  

This paper is a concept paper that focuses 

on what role metadata plays in an AI 

lifecycle and how metadata research can 

ride out this AI wave with innovative creations. As such, we will explore metadata’s role and 

potential related to data quality and ML models.   

 

2.  Policy and Research in Trustworthy AI 

While AI has tremendous potential for benefiting human, society, and environment, it is also a 

double-edged sword that can generate harms if not regulated and controlled by policy and 

legislation. As mentioned earlier in this paper, the European Commission issued guidelines for 

trustworthy AI, in which lawful, ethical, and robust AI is emphasized (European Commission, 

2020a & 2020b). In the U.S., the Biden administration has taken steps to promote responsible AI 

innovations, including the Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights issued by the White House Office of 

Science and Technology Policy (2022) and the AI risk management framework (Tabassi, 2023) 

developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology. The Blueprint is “a set of five 

principles and associated practices to help guide the design, use, and deployment of automated 

systems to protect the rights of the American public in the age of artificial intelligence” (Tabassi, 

2023, p. 4). These five principles require AI systems to be safe and effective, protect humans from 

algorithmic discrimination, protect data privacy, keep users notified that an automated system is 

being used and let them understand how and why it contributes to outcomes that impact them, and 

allow human users alternatives, consideration, and fallback (White House Office of Science and 

Technology Policy, 2022).  

These policies and guidelines issued by governments at national and international levels are the 

fruit of research and advocates from experts/scholars in the computing community. In the 

computing community, trustworthy means a set of properties:  

• reliability—does the system do the right thing?   

• safety—does the system do no harm? 

• security—how vulnerable is the system to attach? 

• privacy—does the system protect a person’s identity and data? 

• availability—is the system up when I need to access it? 

 
FIG 1. Lifecycle and Key Dimensions of an AI System. The 

two inner circles show AI systems’ key dimensions and the 

outer circle shows AI lifecycle stages (Tabassi, 2023)  
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• usability—can a human use it easily? (Wing, 2021) 

Wing continues to indicate that AI systems raised these properties beyond trustworthy computing. 

The trustworthy AI would desire properties such as accuracy, robustness, fairness, accountability, 

transparency, interpretability/explainability, and ethical, among others (Wing, 2021). Claims made 

by AI developers should be verifiable through institutional, software, and hardware mechanisms 

(Brundage et al., 2020) so that whether AI systems satisfy all of the trustworthy AI requirements 

can be tested and validated (Kaur et al., 2023).  

There are quite consistent views and opinions on what trustworthy AI means and requires in the 

policy arena and research communities. However, how to enforce the guidelines and enact the 

requirements from the start of AI development lifecycle is still an area to be explored. For the 

metadata community, this is an opportunity to innovate and build new metadata models, theories, 

tools, and practices. Researchers in metadata have already started investigating metadata’s role in 

supporting computing research, for example, Leipzig and colleagues examined the metadata 

standards in the biomedical domain by metadata level and content and noted the embeddedness of 

metadata in the data files and connection between metadata and reproducibility (Leipzig et al., 

2021).  

This paper will focus on two important areas for trustworthy AI, data quality and ML models, 

and discuss the role of metadata and approaches in developing metadata that can satisfy the 

requirements of trustworthy AI.     

3.  Data Quality and Metadata 

The quality of training data has great impact on the AI models trained on them. However, many 

details about training data were lost in scholarly communication. For example, Sentiment140 is a 

famous data set for training sentiment classifiers (Go et al., 2009). This data set was developed by 

a group of students at Stanford, who downloaded 1.6M tweets and annotated their sentiments 

using emoticons as proxy labels. Although the authors explicitly explained that the labels are 

“noisy”, the dataset was commonly used as a benchmark for evaluating sentiment classification 

models and has been cited more than 4,000 times with rare discussions on the source of the labels 

and potential data quality issues. This is just a mild example of the lack of metadata for 

describing training data quality. The problem is more acute for high-stake tasks such as detecting 

fake news and moderating toxic comments. 

The development of AI has shown two kinds of approaches: the model-centric and data-centric. 

The former takes data as a given and emphasizes on improving or optimizing the model based on 

the data, while the latter focuses on scalable methods to systematically improve the data pipeline 

(Liang et al., 2022). A data-centric approach to AI involves a series of steps in designing, sculpting, 

and strategizing data for model development and testing. Data design involves identifying and 

documenting the sources of data, which is critical for mitigating bias and ensuring. From data to 

algorithm in an AI development lifecycle, there could be biases in data related to measurement, 

variables, representation or coverage, aggregation, sampling, longitudinal data fallacy, and linking 

(Mehrabi et al., 2022). Data bias in representation and coverage can be mitigated by synthetic data, 

i.e., data generated by using AI techniques. Examples include using human faces produced by deep 

generative AI models to protect individual’s privacy and synthetic medical records to avoid 

disclosing information that could be used to identify patients (Nikolenko, 2019). An accurate and 

full documentation of, or metadata for data design in relation to data context, measurement, variable, 

coverage, and sampling will be critical for trustworthy AI, because AI models’ performance as well 

as reproducibility and traceability are highly dependent on data quality.  

The lack of metadata for datasets used in AI model development and testing has been a concern 

among computing researchers and strategies have been developed to address the concern. Examples 

include the templates for reporting datasets for standardizing the report on data analysis methods 

and results (Holland et al., 2018), Data Version Control for datasets and ML models 

(https://dvc.org/), repositories for curating datasets with human-created metadata, data annotation 
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tools such as Label Studio (https://github.com/heartexlabs/label-studio), data quality assurance 

frameworks and tools such as TensorFlow Data Validation (https://github.com/modAL-

python/modAL), and data-centric benchmarks such as (https://dynabench.org/). In the natural 

language processing (NLP) community, datasets rarely provide detailed data statement about the 

speakers whose data is captured such as age, gender, race/ethnicity, native language, 

socioeconomic status, and presence of disordered speech (Bender & Friedman, 2018). Bender and 

Friedman (2018) argue that the data statement (a.k.a. metadata) for NLP datasets should capture 

the rationale for curating the language datasets, language variety, speaker demographic, annotator 

demographic, speech situation, text characteristics, recording quality and others. IBM proposed 

“factsheets” to help increase trust in AI services. A factsheet describes the purpose, performance, 

safety, security, and provenance information for AI service consumers (Arnold et al., 2019).  

Borrowing the data provenance concept from the database community, the “Datasheets for Data 

Sets” framework asked dataset creators and consumers to examine the motivation, composition, 

collection process, pre-processing/cleaning/labeling, uses, maintenance, distribution (Gebru et al., 

2021). The benefits that metadata for datasets in AI model development brings are twofold: on 

the one hand, metadata helps AI model developers to maintain a balance between data-centric and 

model centric approaches to enhance the trustworthiness of AI models generated. On the other 

hand, the availability of metadata for data sources facilitates the discovery, selection, and 

use/reuse of data and better understand the data characteristics and quality, which can help save 

time and improve AI model development effectiveness and efficiency.  

Although much of the effort in data quality control for AI is interpretable in metadata terms, the 

terminology used, and strategies deployed have gone beyond traditional metadata workflows and 

practices where the development of and compliance to metadata standards play a central role. 

Datasets used in ML model development, testing, and validating are in constant sculpting (training) 

through selection, cleaning, and annotation until they are suitable to be evaluated on the model’s 

generalizability and trustworthiness. The multidimensionality of metadata for datasets in AI is 

driving metadata to be micro-specific, embedded in data and models, highly computational, and 

fast-moving or agile. Metadata graph, for instance, is a new approach to capture and present 

metadata for very large datasets. In the MetaShift project, Liang and Zou (2022) created subsets 

within a large image collection with annotation graph. They employed the network science method 

to identify nodes (e.g., cat) and various contexts the nodes are associated with, e.g., cat with sink, 

cat with faucet, based on the similarity/distance between two subsets (edge weight). The resulting 

meta-graph can be used to identify a collection of nodes (subsets, e.g., cat) for training (e.g., cats 

with outdoor) inside the large collection to enhance model’s accuracy and trustworthiness (Liang 

& Zou, 2022). Google Cloud also employs graph method to represent metadata produced and 

consumed from ML workflows. This metadata graph connects the artifacts, executions, events, and 

contexts related to ML models in one presentation for tracking, analyzing, managing, and using 

metadata (Google Cloud, 2023). These examples illustrate the changes in metadata creation and 

use in the AI era and the need for innovating metadata methods and practices.       

4.  ML Models and Metadata 

So far the guidelines and policies issued by government and learned societies have been broadly 

referring to ML models primarily. ML models as the outcomes from the orchestration of data, 

algorithms, parameters, and methods are the main target for scrutinization against the trustworthy 

AI requirements. Metadata for ML models therefore are designed to answer questions about the 

artifacts, methods, and processes. Who built the model by using which artifacts or datasets? How 

do I compare experiments, and which is the winning model? When things break, which model 

can I roll back to? How can I identify the model’s lineage? What are the hyperparameter settings? 

Which pipeline is being used? And the list can go on. Since metadata generation requires 

significant amount of time and effort, there is also a need to determine which metadata items are 

the most critical for trustworthy AI.  
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To document properties of AI models for transparency and ethical use, Mitchell et al. (2019) 

proposed “model cards” for reporting performance characteristics of released models. A model 

card includes model details (such as version, developer, citation, and contact person), intended use 

(such as primary use and out-of-scope use scenarios), performance-relevant factors (such as use 

groups, instrumentation, and environment), training  and evaluation data, ethical concerns, etc. 

Model-centric metadata, combined with data-centric metadata, can then facilitate the inference of 

trustworthiness. For example, whether a disease prediction model is generalizable from one patient 

group to another. It remains an open question whether model cards can be one-size-fit-all, or 

domain-oriented customization is worth considering. For example, what constitutes similar and 

different metadata items for an AI model to predict greenhouse emission of factories and an AI 

model to predict patients’ cancer risks?  

While there are no universally agreeable metadata schemas for documenting the artifacts in ML 

model development, there are some agreements on what areas in an ML modeling lifecycle should 

be focused. In a review of management systems for ML lifecycle artifacts, Schlegel and Sattler 

classified the systems they reviewed into five categories: lifecycle management, pipeline 

management, experiment management, model management, and dataset & feature management. 

Although the review do not provide what metadata are included in the management systems, many 

of the systems in their review have a metadata layer for capturing artifacts from ML lifecycle   

(Schlegel & Sattler, 2023). Another way to look at the ML model metadata is based on the tracking 

needs: audit metadata, experiment metadata, metadata for datasets, lineage metadata, metadata on 

decision-making metrics, and metadata for versioning management (Manish Kumar, 2022).   

Currently the effort for capturing metadata in ML modeling lifecycle is largely led by 

frontrunners in the industry such as Google, Amazon, and IBM. For example, the Vortex ML 

metadata is developed by Google Cloud to track the lineage of ML artifacts and downstream usage 

of these artifacts as well as to analyze production ML systems and experiments (Google Cloud, 

2023). The metadata schema developed at Amazon has modules for dataset metadata, training run 

metadata, model metadata that includes hyperparameter and transform metadata, prediction 

metadata, and evaluation metadata. Within each of these modules, there are specific metadata items, 

for example, model metadata includes id, name, version, fromFramework, 

fromFrameworkVersion, trainedOnDatasetId, learningAlgorithm, hyperparameters (which is an 

array data type), location, transforms (array), and annotations (Schelter et al., 2017).    

5. Conclusion 

 In this short paper we discussed the requirements of trustworthy AI and how metadata might 

contribute to meeting the requirements. The discussion focused on data quality and ML models as 

these two are tightly connected and can impact one another in significant ways. Such 

interdependency between data quality and ML models has been reiterated in research and industry 

publications. Trustworthy AI must rely on quality data and responsible, ethical, reproducible, 

verifiable ML models, and the assurance of these data and ML model properties relies on metadata. 

The complex, fast paced, and highly computational nature of metadata for AI artifacts (datasets, 

models, pipelines, algorithms, lineages, etc.) is making conventional metadata development 

processes and methods outdated, but meanwhile has prompted some innovative metadata creations 

as mentioned earlier in the paper. The metadata for trustworthy AI is moving in multiple directions 

with different flavors depending on the application domain and industry sector. Yet for the metadata 

community, there is much to be learned and explored. Should there be some sort of metadata 

standard(s) for AI artifacts in support of trustworthy AI? If so, what level of generality and 

specificity would be appropriate so that the AI developer community is willing to adopt it without 

dragging down the productivity? If any standard is to be developed for AI artifacts, what role will 

metadata community play in this process? Generative AI has made amazing progress in the last 

few years. Will metadata make similar breakthroughs while riding the AI wave? These questions 

offer great inspirations and opportunities for the metadata community to innovate in the coming 
years. 
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